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AN ENUMERATIVE APPROACH TO P =W

S. M. CHIARELLO, T. HAUSEL, A. SZENES

Abstract. The P = W conjecture identifies the perverse filtration of the Hitchin
system on the cohomology of the moduli space of Higgs bundles with the weight
filtration of the corresponding character variety. In this paper, we introduce an
enumerative approach to to this problem; our technique only uses the structure
of the equivariant intersection numbers on the moduli space of Higgs bundles,
and little information about the topology of the Hitchin map. In the rank 2 case,
starting from the known intersection numbers of the moduli of stable bundles, we
derive the equivariant intersection numbers on the Higgs moduli, and then verify
the top perversity part of our enumerative P =W statement for even tautological
classes. A key in this calculation is the existence of polynomial solutions to the
Discrete Heat Equation satisfying particular vanishing properties. For odd classes,
we derive a determinantal criterion for the enumerative P =W.

1. introduction

1.1. Moduli spaces of Higgs bundles. Let C be a smooth complex projective
curve of genus g > 2; the canonical bundle of C will be denoted by K. A Higgs
bundle is a pair (E,Φ), where E is a vector bundle on C, andΦ : E→ E⊗K is a bun-
dle map; the pair is stable if for a proper subbundle S ⊂ E satisfying ΦS ⊂ S⊗ K,
one has degS/rkS < degE/rkE.

As in [CHM, 1.2.2], we use the notation MDol(GL2) for the moduli space of rank-

2, degree-1 stable Higgs bundles1 on C. This is a smooth quasiprojective variety
of dimension 8g− 6.

We fix a degree-1 line bundle Λ ∈ J1(C), and denote by MDol(SL2) the moduli
space of rank-2 stable Higgs bundles with fixed determinant Λ, and trace-zero
Higgs field:

MDol(SL2) = { (E,Φ) ∈ MDol(GL2) | detE ≃ Λ, TrΦ = 0 } ;

this is a smooth quasiprojective variety of dimension 6g− 6.
Finally, note that the finite group Γ := J0(C)[2] of 2-torsion points on the Jacobian

acts by tensorization on MDol(SL2): for L ∈ Γ and (E,Φ) ∈ MDol(SL2), we let
L · (E,Φ) 7→ (L⊗ E,Φ). The quotient by the Γ -action is an orbifold

MDol(PGL2) := MDol(SL2)/Γ ,

which is the the odd-degree component of the PGL2-Higgs moduli space. As this
space will be the protagonist of our story, we will denote it simply by M.

There is a parallel set of moduli spaces of stable bundles on C (without the
Higgs field Φ), which we will denote in a similar fashion, but replacing MDol by
N. For example, N(GL2) is simply the (projective) moduli space of rank-2 stable
bundles on C, whose dimension is 4g− 3, which is exactly half of the dimension of
MDol(GL2). In fact, there is an embedding T∗N(GL2) →֒ MDol(GL2), under which

1Note that all bundles in this paper will assumed to be of degree 1, and, for simplicity, the degree
will be omitted from the notation.
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the zero-section of T∗N(GL2) goes to the set of Higgs bundles with Φ = 0. A
similar statement holds for the other two moduli spaces, as well. We will use the
consistent notation N = N(PGL2).

The relationship between the cohomologies of our Higgs moduli spaces is as
follows:

H∗(MDol(GL2)) ∼= H∗(MDol(PGL2))⊗H∗(T∗J0(C))

and
H∗(MDol(PGL2)) ∼= H∗(MDol(SL2))

Γ .

Understanding these cohomology groups has been the focus of a large body of
research. They have many applications, from their connection to mirror symmetry
[HT3, GWZ1], to Ngô’s geometric fundamental lemma [Ngô, Ha2, GWZ2] and
knot invariants [Me].

1.2. Equivariant cohomology and generators. There is a rescaling C×-action on
all our Higgs moduli spaces:

λ · (E,Φ) = (E, λΦ).

For simplicity of notation, we will often use T := C×.
The equivariant cohomology HT(M) is a finitely generated module over the

equivariant cohomology of a point HT(pt), which we will identify with the poly-
nomial ring in a single variable u:

HT(pt) = H∗(BT) ∼= C[u].

All our Higgs moduli spaces are semi-projective with respect to the T-action
[HV2], and this, in particular, implies its formality: additively, we have aH∗(BT) ∼=
C[u]-module isomorphism

H∗
T(M) ∼= H∗(M)⊗H∗(BT) = H∗(M)[u].(1.1)

In [HT1], a universal Higgs bundle endowed with a compatible T-action over
M×C was constructed. While the rank-2 vector bundle E is only unique up to
tensoring with a line bundle on M, the rank-4, T-equivariant vector bundle End(E)

is unambiguously defined. Now we fix an appropriate basis of H∗(C):

• we denote by 1 the canonical generator of H0(C);
• we denote by ω the Poincaré dual of the class of a point in H2(C);
• finally, we choose elements e1, . . . , e2g ∈ H1(C), which form a symplectic

basis of H1(C), i.e. for i < j, they satisfy eiej = δi+g−j,0 ·ω.

The Künneth decomposition of the second T-equivariant Chern class of End(E)

(1.2) c2(End(E)) = 2α⊗ω+ 4

2g∑

i=1

ψi ⊗ ei − β⊗ 1 ∈ H∗
T(M)⊗H∗(C)

provides us2 with well-defined equivariant classes α ∈ H2
T(M), ψi ∈ H3

T(M) and

β ∈ H4
T(M). It is proved in [HT2] that α,ψi and β generate the T-equivariant

cohomology ring H∗
T(M) as an H∗(BT) algebra. Their images in ordinary coho-

mology, in other words, the Künneth components of the second non-equivariant
Chern class of the vector bundle End(E), generate H∗(M). One can use this ob-
servation to give an explicit embedding H∗(M) → H∗

T(M) yielding (1.1). For this

2Note that the definition of the universal classes in [CHM, (1.2.10)] as well as in [HV1, 5.1] do not
have the correct scalars. The correct ones are as in (1.2) and as in [HT2, (1.5)]. This discrepancy in
the scalars does not effect the arguments in [CHM, HV1].
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reason, we will use the same notation α,β and ψi, for the Künneth components of
the second non-equivariant Chern class of End(E) as well.

1.3. Character varieties, the nonabelian Hodge theorem and the weight filtra-
tion. We define the GL2-character variety as the affine GIT quotient by the diagonal
adjoint group action as follows:

{A1,B1, . . . ,Ag,Bg ∈ GL2 | A−1
1 B−1

1 A1B1 . . .A−1
g B−1

g AgBg = −I } //PGL2.

The result is a smooth affine variety of dimension 8g − 6 which we denote by
MB(GL2) (the Betti moduli space). We also define the SL2-character variety:

MB(SL2) := {A1,B1, . . . ,Ag,Bg ∈ SL2 | A−1
1 B−1

1 A1B1 . . .A−1
g B−1

g AgBg = −I } //PGL2,

which is again smooth, affine, and of dimension 6g− 6.

Finally, denote by µ2 := {±I} the center of SL2. Then µ
2g
2 acts on SL2g

2 by
coordinate-wise multiplication. The quotient

(1.3) MB(PGL2) := MB(GL2)//GL2g
1 = MB(SL2)/µ

2g
2

is the (odd component of the) PGL2-character variety. Again, MB(PGL2) is an affine
orbifold of dimension 6g− 6.

The cohomology of the varieties H∗(MB(G)) for all of our groups G carries
Deligne’s weight filtration:

W0(H
∗(MB(G))) ⊂W1(H

∗(MB(G))) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H∗(MB(G))).

Recall from [HV1, Definition 4.1.6] (c.f. [CHM, (1.2.6)]) that we define a class
x ∈ Hi(M) to have homogeneous weight k if

x ∈W2k(H
i(M, C)) ∩ Fk(Hi(M, C)),

where F denotes the Hodge filtration in the mixed Hodge structure of Deligne.
This provides us with a new grading onH∗(M): indeed, the product of two classes
of homogeneous weight k1 and k2 respectively will be a class of homogeneous
weight k1 + k2. It is shown in [HV1, Proposition 4.1.8] that the universal classes
α,ψi,β all have homogeneous weight 2.

Let us denote by Wi
k,k(M) ⊂ Hi(M) the vector space of classes of homogeneous

weight k and degree i. As H∗(M) is generated by universal classes, we have the
decomposition

Hi(M) ∼=

i⊕

k=1

Wi
k,k(M),

which thus splits the weight filtration (c.f. [CHM, (1.2.5)]) in the sense that

(1.4) W2k(H
i(M)) ∼=

k⊕

d=1

Wi
d,d(M).

1.4. The Hitchin map and the P=W conjecture. The complex manifold under-
lying the variety M was first constructed by Hitchin in [Hi1] using gauge theory.
Hitchin observed that the complex manifold M inherits a natural hyperkähler met-
ric from the gauge theory construction, and that in another complex structure of
the hyperkähler family that complex manifold is in fact the character variety we
introduced above. This gives rise to the diffeomorphism

MDol(G) ∼= MB(G)(1.5)
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for a reductive group G. These diffeomorphisms were reinterpreted by Simpson
[Si] as the non-Abelian Hodge theorems.

Let us now recall the Hitchin map

(1.6) h : M → A := H0(C;K2)

defined by taking the determinant of the Higgs field

h(E,Φ) = det(Φ) ∈ H0(C;K2).

It is a proper, completely integrable Hamiltonian system, in particular, the generic
fibers are torsors for Abelian varieties.

In what follows G will stand for one of GL2, SL2 or PGL2. As explained in
[CHM, §1,4] the proper map h induces the perverse filtration

P0(H
∗(MDol(G))) ⊂ P1(H

∗(MDol(G))) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H∗(MDol(G))).

The main result of [CHM] is

Theorem 1.1 (P =W). For G = GL2, SL2 or PGL2 we have

PkH
∗(MDol(G)) ∼=W2k(H

∗(MB(G))) ∼=W2k+1(H
∗(MB(G)))

induced by the non-Abelian Hodge theory diffeomorphisms in (1.5).

The proof in [CHM] of Theorem 1.1 was complex: besides using the knowledge
of the cohomology of MDol(G) from [HT1], [HT2] and [Ha1] and the structure of
the weight filtration on H∗(MB(G)) from [HV1], it also used a detailed description
of the cohomology of singular Hitchin fibers.

In this paper, we introduce a technique, which should yield an alternative proof
of Theorem 1.1, and only uses the information of equivariant intersection numbers
of MDol(G).

For higher rank Higgs bundles, recently, [CMS] proved P = W for genus 2.
Our approach, in principle, offers an alternative enumerative attack on the more
general cases, but the computational aspects remain difficult.

1.5. Contents of the paper. In Section 2, we give the statement of the Enumerative
P=W Theorem 2.2, proving that it is equivalent to the classical one: Theorem 1.1.

This theorem relies on the existence of a T-equivariant compactification i : M → M

such that
i∗PkH

∗(M) = PkH
∗(M)

and on the explicit description of the perverse filtration on M in [CM].
In Section 3 we compute the equivariant integrals on M in the sense of [HP], ob-

taining a residue formula in Theorem 3.3. We also prove that the natural Sp(2g, Z)-
action on H∗

T(M) preserves the perverse filtration. We then compute the intersec-

tion numbers on the infinity divisor Z ⊆ M, and provide a particularly simple
residue formula for them in Proposition 3.7. We introduce the notion of defect of
a class in H∗(Z), closely related to the perversity, and we show in particular, that
integrating a class of top defect amounts to computing the residue of a form with
a simple pole.

In Section 4, we give a formula for the least-defect part of the lifts of the classes
βk in Theorem 4.4, and we show that it is unique in Theorem 4.7. Moreover, in
Proposition 4.8, we recover the known fact that for the classes βk, the perverse
filtration is actually a grading, i.e. βk /∈ P2k−1H

4k(M).
in Theorem 4.12, we show that for general classes of type βk−hγh, computing

their perversities amounts to proving the non-vanishing of a particular polynomial
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determinant; we finally prove this nonvanishing in the case h = 1 in Proposition
4.13.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Mark de Cataldo, Camilla Felisetti
and Luca Migliorini for useful discussions. The work of T.H. was partially sup-
ported by the Advanced Grant “Arithmetic and physics of Higgs moduli spaces”
no. 320593 of the European Research Council. S.Ch. and A.Sz. gratefully ac-
knowledge the support of the Swiss National Science Foundation grants 17599
and 156645, as well as the NCCR SwissMAP.

2. The enumerative P=W conjecture

2.1. The compactification of MDol(G). Recall the Bialynicki-Birula partition of the
semiprojective variety M. For p ∈ MT we define

Up := { x ∈ X | lim
λ→0

λx = p }

upward flow from p and

Dp := { x ∈ X | lim
λ→∞

λx = p }

downward flow from p. Then

M = ∪p∈MTUp

is the Bialinycki-Birula partition of M and

C := ∪p∈MTDp

is the Bialinycki-Birula partition of C ⊂ M, called the core of M. Let MT = ∪Fi be
the decomposition of the fixed point set into connected components; then

Ui = ∪p∈Fi
Up ⊂ M

and

Di = ∪p∈Fi
Dp ⊂ M

are affine bundles over Fi.
A compactification M ⊃ M was constructed in [Ha1]. The construction there

was with symplectic cutting, producing a projective variety M. There is an alge-
braic version of this construction explained in [HV2] for a general semiprojective
variety. This yields the following in our case: M comes with an ample line bundle
L ∈ Pic(M) ∼= Z the generator of the Picard group. The T-action can be linearized,
and with an appropriate linearization we can construct the GIT quotient

Z := M//T = (M\∪iDi)/T

This is a projective orbifold of dimension 6g−7. We can add it as divisor at infinity
to compactify M as follows.

M := (M× C)//T = (M× C \ (∪iDi)× {0})/T.

M is a projective orbifold of dimension 6g− 6, which has the decomposition M =

M∪Z. From the quotient construction, we have the Kirwan map

(2.1) κM : H∗
T(M) ∼= H∗

T(M× C) → H∗(M)

which is surjective [Ki]. Thus H∗(M) is generated by κM(α), κM(ψi), κM(β) and

κM(u). By abuse of notation, we will denote these by α ∈ H2(M)), ψi ∈ H3(M)),

β ∈ H4(M)), respectively, and the additional new class by η = κM(u) ∈ H2(M)).
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We also see that the Hitchin map (1.6) is T-equivariant when T acts on A with
weight 2, and thus we can extend the Hitchin map as follows [Ha1, §]:

h : M → A, where A ∼= P(A× C)

is a projective space of dimension 3g− 3.

We have the perverse filtration on H∗(M)

P0(H
∗(M)) ⊂ P1(H

∗(M)) ⊂ · · · ⊂ P12g−12(H
∗(M)),

where Pp(H
∗(M)) is defined by

im
(
H∗−dim(A)(A,pτ6p(Rh∗Q[dimA])) → H∗−dim(A)(A,Rh∗Q[dimA])

)
.

Here pτ6p is the perverse truncation functor (cf. [CHM]).

2.2. The enumerative version of P=W. Using the compactification M, we have
another way to characterize the perverse filtration on M.

Proposition 2.1. Let i : M → M be the natural embedding. Then x ∈ Pk(Hj(M)) if and
only if there exists a y ∈ Pk−1(H

j−2(M)) such that (x+ ηy)η3g−2−j+k = 0.

Proof. The perverse truncation functor pτ6p commutes with the restriction to the

open A ⊂ A, and thus it follows that the embedding i : M → M induces the
inclusion

i∗(Pk(H
∗(M)) ⊂ Pk(H∗(M)).(2.2)

On the other hand, from the (η, L)-decomposition3 of [CM, Corollary 2.1.7], we

see that i∗(Pk(H
∗(M)) induces a filtration on i∗(H∗(M)) ∼= H∗(M) satisfying a

relative Hard Lefschetz theorem of the same type as the perverse filtration P on
H∗(M). It follows from this and (2.2) that actually

i∗(Pk(H
∗(M))) = Pk(H

∗(M)).(2.3)

On the projective M we can use [CM, Proposition 5.2.4.(39)] to deduce4 that

Pk(H
j(M)) =

3g−2−j+k∑

l=0

im(ηl)∩ ker(η3g−2−l−j+k),(2.4)

where η : Hj(M) → Hj+2(M) denotes multiplication by η ∈ H2(M) by an abuse of
notation.

Now if 0 6= x ∈ Hj(M) and x̃ ∈ Hj(M) is a lift of x, then x̃ /∈ im(η), since
i∗(η) = 0. It follows then from (2.3) and (2.4) that

x ∈ Pk(Hj(M)) ⇔ η3g−2−j+kx̃ = 0 for some x̃ ∈ Hj(M) lift of x.

Considering the composition H∗(M) → H∗
T(M) (cf. §1.2) with the Kirwan map

(2.1), it is clear that any lift of x will have the form x̃ = x + ηy for some y ∈
Hj−2(M). Finally, again by (2.3) and (2.4), we see that x ∈ Pk(Hj(M)) if and only

if such y ∈ Pk−1(H
j−2(M)), and this completes the proof. �

3Note that we use the notation η = ηZ for the class L in [CM] while η in [CM] denotes an ample

class on M.
4Proposition 5.2.4 is claimed for a smooth total space, but as explained in [CM, Theorem 2.3.1]
the results hold for non-smooth varieties for intersection cohomology, and thus for orbifolds with
ordinary cohomology.
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After these preparations, we are ready to formulate the our enumerative version
of P=W.

Theorem 2.2 (Enumerative P=W). The P=W Theorem 1.1 holds for G = PGL2 if and
only if for all g > 2, l > 0 and m > 0 there is an extension βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ, η) of
βlγm ∈ H∗(Z) such that

∫

Z

η3g−3−2l−2m(βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ,u))x = 0(2.5)

for all x ∈ H∗(Z).

Proof. Notice that for any class v ∈ H∗(M), we have
∫

M
vη =

∫

Z v, and the restric-

tion map H∗(M) → H∗(Z) is surjective as both rings are generated by the universal
classes and η. Therefore, Equation (2.5) is equivalent to

∫

M

η3g−2−2l−2m(βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ, η))x = 0

for all x ∈ H∗(M). By Poincaré duality, this is, in turn, equivalent to

η3g−2−2l−2m(βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ, η)) = 0.(2.6)

By Proposition 2.1, (2.6) implies that αkβlγm ∈ P2k+2l+4m(H2k+4l+6m(M)) for all
k, l and m. Since α, β and γ have weight respectively 2, 2 and 4, Proposition 3.4
and (1.4) imply that

PkH
∗(M) ⊆W2k(M)

for all k > 0. Finally, as in [CHM], this, the relative Hard Lefschetz theorem [CM,
Theorem 2.1.4] and the curious Hard Lefschetz theorem [HV1, Theorem 1.1.5]
imply Theorem 1.1 for G = PGL2.

Conversely, assuming Theorem 1.1 holds, then for all l > 0 and m > 0, we have

βlγm ∈ P2l+4m(H4l+6m(M)).

Still by Proposition 2.1 this implies that there exists a lift ỹ ∈ H2l+4m(M) of βlγm

such that ỹη3g−2−2l−2m = 0, and by Proposition 3.4, we can choose such a lift to
be Sp(2g, Z) invariant; therefore, it is of the form ỹ = βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ, η) for

some polynomial q. Then, by Poincaré duality on M we have
∫

M

η3g−2−2l−2m(βlγm + ηq(α,β,γ, η))x = 0

for all x ∈ H∗(M). Finally, since
∫

M ηv =
∫

Z v for all v the proof is complete. �

Remark 2.3. There is a straightforward generalization of the result above for
PGLn. We have universal generators for H∗(Md

Dol(PGLn)), whose weights on the
character variety side have been computed in [HV1, Sh] and the curious Hard
Lefschetz theorem in H∗(Md

B (PGLn)) has been proved in [Me].

3. Equivariant integration on M

3.1. Kalkman’s formula. Let X be a semiprojective T-manifold. The (formal) equi-
variant integral of a class x ∈ H∗

T(X) is then defined [HP] as a sum over the fixed-
point components

∮

X

x :=
∑

F∈π0(XT)

∫

F

x|F

eT(NF)
∈ C[u,u−1](3.1)
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where eT(NF) is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F ⊆ X. The
equivariant integral thus is a functional of degree −2 dimX on H∗

T(X), taking val-
ues in Laurent polynomials in u. Sometimes we will allow the class x to be in a
completion of H∗

T(X), and in this case, the values will be in Laurent series in u.
When X is compact, both sides of (3.1) are well defined and according to [BV, AB],
(3.1) is an actual equality.

This operation appears in our calculations via Kalkman’s residue formula [Ka, Le,
EG], which, in our context gives the following for the intersection numbers on Z:

∫

Z

κZ(x) = −Res
u=0

∮

M

xdu,(3.2)

where dZ = dimZ = 6g− 7 and class x ∈ H2dZ

T (M).
It is clear then that to approach (2.5), we need a formula for the equivariant

integrals on M, which is easy to manipulate. First we introduce a new notation
for the cohomology classes on M.

3.2. Witten’s notation for the cohomology classes of M and N. We generalize
slightly the construction of tautological classes in §1.2.

We recall that we defined in (1.2) universal classes as Künneth components of
the second Chern class of the bundle End(E)). More generally, we let the permu-
tation group S2 act on C[y] by y 7→ −y and take P ∈ C[y]S2 , an even polynomial.
Then there is a polynomial P̃ such that P(y) = P̃(−y2). We form the class

P̃(c2(End(E))) ∈ H∗
T(M×C),

and we introduce the following notation for its Künneth components:

P̃(c2(End(E))) = P(2) ⊗ω+

2g∑

i=1

P(ei) ⊗ ei + P(0) ⊗ 1 ∈ H∗
T(M)⊗H∗(C);

this defines a family of equivariant cohomology classes P(2),P(ei),P(0) ∈ H∗
T(M).

Note that, because of the compatibility of the universal bundle with the T-action
and the restriction to N, this formalism allows us to define classes in H∗(M) and
H∗(N). In particular, in which cohomology group lies e.g. P(2) will be determined
by the context. (This notation was introduced by Witten in [Wi] for classes in
H∗(N).)

It is easy to see that

(3.3) [−y2/2](2) = α, [y2](0) = β, [−y2/4](ei) = ψi, [−y4/4](2) = αβ+ 4γ,

where

(3.4) γ = −2

g∑

i=1

ψiψi+g.

To show this, note that, for polynomials P,Q ∈ C[y]S2 , we have

[PQ](2) = P(2)Q(0) + P(0)Q(2) +

g∑

i=1

(
P(ei)Q(ei+g) − P(ei+g)Q(ei)

)
.

Then we obtain (3.4) when setting P = y2/2 and Q = −y2/2 in this formula.
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Remark 3.1. In general, for any polynomial P ∈ C[y2], we can write the contraction
P(2) in terms of classes α, β and γ in the following way:

(3.5) P(2) =
2γ−αβ

β
√
β
P ′(
√
β) −

2γ

β
P ′′(

√
β).

To show this, set t = y2. Then by the Leibnitz rule we have

(tk) ′′ = k(k− 1)tk−2(t ′)2 + ktk−1t ′′.

Now by substituting (t ′)2 → −8γ, t ′′ 7→ −2α, t → β we deduce that if Q(t) =

P(
√
t), then

P(2) = −2αQ ′(β) − 8γQ ′′(β),

where the derivatives of Q are taken with respect to the variable t. The formula
follows from the identities

d

dt
=

1

2y

d

dy
,

d2

dt2
=

1

4y2

(
d2

dy2
−

1

y

d

dy

)
.

This, in particular, implies that all intersection numbers involving the classes α,
β and γ are encoded in the numbers of the form

∫

N
T(0) exp(Q(2)). Indeed, we can

choose for example Q = −Ay2/2−Gy4/4, getting any class by subsequent deriva-
tives with respect to the formal variables A and G. In rank 2, this in particular
gives all intersection numbers for the part of the cohomology which is invariant
under the action of the symplectic group induced by the one on H∗(C): see Propo-
sition 3.4 below.

Using this notation, we can present a rather general integration formula on N.
Such formulas were first presented by Thaddeus [Th1] (cf. [Wi, JK, Z, Sz]). We
will provide a proof which uses Zagier’s formalism [Z].

Theorem 3.2. Let T ∈ C[y2] and P ∈ y2C[y2]. Then

(3.6)

∫

N

T(0) exp(P(2)) = Res
y=0

2−1T(y)P ′′(y)g

y2g−2 [exp(P ′(y)) − exp(−P ′(y))]

Proof. Changing variables via Q(T) = y2 in Proposition 2 of [Z], we obtain

(3.7)

∫

N

f(β)eu(β)α+w(β)γ∗
= Res

y=0

(−4)g−1f(y2)u(y2)g

y2g−2 sinh(yu(y2) + y3w(y2))
.

Observe that substituting γ∗ = αβ− 2γ in (3.5) 5 one arrives at

P(2) = −αP ′′(
√
β) + γ∗

(
P ′′(

√
β)/β− P ′(

√
β)/β

√
β
)

(note that the coefficient of γ∗ is a polynomial since P is divisible by y2). Finally,
performing the substitutions

f(β) = T(
√
β), u(β) = −P ′′(

√
β), w(β) = P ′′(

√
β)/β− P ′(

√
β)/β

√
β

in (3.7), we obtain (3.6). The discrepancy of a factor of 22g comes from the differ-
ence between the moduli of SL2 and PGL2 bundles. �

5Notice that formula (6) in [Z] matches the one in [Th1] at page 14, but the γ’s defined in the two
papers differ by a sign. Therefore, we have to apply the formulas in [Z] by changing the sign of γ
wherever it appears.
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3.3. The equivariant integration formula. Now we are ready to fomulate one of
our main results.

Theorem 3.3.
∮

M

T(0) exp(Q(2)) =
∑

r∈{0,u,−u}

Res
y=r

2−1T · (Q ′′ − 2u/(u2 − y2))g

ug−1
(
eQ

′ u−y
u+y − e−Q ′ u+y

u−y

)
y2g−2(u2 − y2)g−1

dy

Proof. To calculate the equivariant integral as defined in (3.1), we need to list the
components of the fixed point set MT of the circle action and identify the cor-
responding normal bundles. This data may be found in [HT2, §4,5,6], and thus
we will brief here. There are two sorts of stable T-fixed Higgs bundles (E,Φ) (cf.
beginning of §1.1):

• E is stable and Φ = 0. This set of Higgs bundles forms a copy N ⊂ M of
the moduli of stable bundles, which extends to the embedding T∗N ⊂ M.

• E = L⊕ΛL−1, 1 6 degL 6 g− 1, Φ|ΛL−1 = 0, and Φ|L is a nonzero map
of line bundles L → ΛL−1K. As the degree of ΛL−2K is 2g− 1 − 2 degL,

such a map gives us a divisor on C, i.e. an element of S2g−2 degL−1(C) of
the corresponding symmetric product of the curve. It is easy to see that
this correspondence is, in fact, a bijection, the list of fixed point set of this
second type is Fi ∼= S2g−2i−1(C), i = 1, . . . ,g− 1.

We thus have

(3.8)

∮

M

T(0) exp(Q(2)) =

∫

N

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NN)
+

g−1∑

i=1

∫

Fi

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NFi
)

We start by describing a formula for multiplicative characteristic classes on N.
Let B(t) be a formal power series and for a vector bundle V denote by B(V) the cor-
responding multiplicative characteristic class of the V : denoting the Chern roots
of V by ti, i = 1, . . . , rank(V), this class is the product

∏
i B(ti).

Lemma 1. Let B(t) be a formal power series with B(0) 6= 1. Then

(3.9) B(TN) = [B(0)B(y)B(−y)]g−1
(0) exp

([
B̂(y) + B̂(−y)

]
(2)

)
,

where B̂(t) satisfies ∂
∂t B̂(t) = − logB(t).

Proof. Denote by π the projection C×N → N and by ω the positive integral gen-
erator of the second cohomology of C. Then by [Z] we have, for k > 0,

(3.10) sk(TN) = π∗((g− 1)(sk(Ad(U))ω− sk+1(Ad(U))/(k+ 1)).

Here sk is the power sum symmetric polynomial (in any number of variables), i.e.
sk(b1,b2, . . . ) = bk1 + bk2 + . . .

We write B(TN) as exp (
∑

i log(B(ti))), and then we apply the equality (3.10) to
the sum in the exponential. The result is two terms, the first of which contributes

a factor B(Ad(U))g−1 ∩ 1, while the second gives exp(B̂(Ad(U))∩ω), where 1 and
ω are, as usual, the positive integral generators of H0(C, Z) and H2(C, Z), respec-
tively. The Chern roots of Ad(U) are 0,±y, and using the notation introduced in
§3.2, we obtain (3.9). �
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Now we can calculate the first term of the (3.8). Observe that eT(T
∗N)−1 is a

multiplicative class of TN corresponding to the function

B(t) = Ψ(t)
def
= 1/(u− t)

Then

Ψ̂(t) = −(u− t) log(u− t) − t with
d

dt
Ψ̂(t) = log(u− t) and

d2

dt2
Ψ̂(t) =

−1

u− t

and

1

eT(T∗N)
=

1

ug−1

[
1

(u− y)(u+ y)

]g−1

(0)

exp

([
Ψ̂(y) + Ψ̂(−y)

]
(2)

)
.

We have
d

dy
(Ψ(y) +Ψ(−y)) = log(u− y) − log(u+ y)

d2

dy2
(Ψ(y) +Ψ(−y)) =

−1

u− y
+

−1

u+ y

Now, combining this with (3.6) and (3.9) shows that
(3.11)

∫

N

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(T∗N)
=

1

2
Res
y=0

T · (Q ′′ − 2u/(u2 − y2))g

ug−1
(
eQ

′ u−y
u+y − e−Q ′ u+y

u−y

)
y2g−2(u2 − y2)g−1

dy.

This calculates the first summand of (3.8) since, being N ⊆ M a Lagrangian sub-
variety, we have NN = T∗N.

Now let Fi ≃ S2g−2i−1(C) for i = 1, . . . ,g be the other components of the fixed
point set. To evaluate

∫

Fi

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NFi
)

∈ C(u),

first we compute T(0)|Fi
and Q(2)|Fi

. For this we define (c.f. [HT2, §5]) universal

classes η ∈ H2(Fi) and ξi ∈ H1(Fi) for i = 1 . . . 2g by computing the first Chern
class of the universal divisor ∆ ⊂ Fi ×C ∼= S2g−2i−1(C)×C in Künneth decompo-
sition:

c1(∆) = (2g− 2i− 1)ω+

2g∑

i=1

ξiei + η ∈ H2(Fi ×C) =

= H0(Fi)×H2(C)⊕H1(Fi)×H1(C)⊕H2(Fi)×H0(C).

We also define θi = ξiξi+g for i = 1 . . .g and θ =
∑g

i=1 θi. With these notations
we have.

Lemma 2. We have

T(0)|Fi
= T(η− u) ∈ H∗

T(Fi)
∼= H∗(Fi)[u](3.12)

and

Q(2)|Fi
= (1 − 2i)Q′(η− u) − θQ′′(η−u) ∈ H∗

T(Fi)
∼= H∗(Fi)[u](3.13)
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Proof. Recall from last displayed line of proof of [HT2, (6.1)] that

−c2(End(E))|Fi
= ((1 − 2i)ω+ η−u+

2g∑

j=1

ξjej)
2.

We get (3.12) immidiately and that

[y2k](2)|Fi
= (1 − 2i)(2k)(η− u)2k−1 +

(
2k

2

)
(−2θ)(η− u)2k−2.

This in turn yields (3.13) �

Next we need a formula for the equivariant Euler class eT(NFi
).

Lemma 3. We have

eT(NFi
) = (2u− η)g+2i−2 exp

(
θ

η− 2u

)
(u)g−1(u− η)−2i+g exp

(
θ

η−u

)

·(η− u)2i−2+g exp

(
θ

u− η

)

= ug−1(−1)g(η−u)2g−2(2u− η)g+2i−2 exp

(
θ

η− 2u

)
.

Proof. We know that the tangent bundle of M restricted to Fi can be computed as

TM|Fi
∼= R1π∗

(
End0(E)

Ad(Φ)→ End0(E)⊗KC

)
,

where π : Fi ×C → Fi is the projection. To compute this first we have from [HT2,
(6.1)]

chT(End0(E)) =

= 1 + exp


(1 − 2i)ω+ η− u+

2g∑

j=1

ξjej


+ exp


(2i− 1)ω− η+ u−

2g∑

j=1

ξjej


 .
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Thus we can compute

chT(TM|Fi
) = − chT

(
Rπ∗

(
End0(E)

Ad(Φ)→ End0(E)⊗KC

))

= π∗ (chT(End0(E)(−1 + exp(u) ch(KC))td(C))

= π∗ (chT(End0(E))(−1 + exp(u) + (g− 1)(1 + exp(u))σ))

= exp(2u)((g− 1) exp(−η) + exp(−η)(2i− 1 − θ)

+ exp(u)((g− 1)(1 + exp(−η)) − exp(−η)(2i− 1 − θ)

+((g− 1)(1 + exp(η)) − exp(η)(2i− 1 + θ)

+ exp(−u)((g− 1) exp(η) + exp(η)(2i− 1 + θ)

= exp(2u)((2i− 2) exp(−η) +

g∑

i=1

exp(−η− θi))

+ exp(u)((g− 1) − 2i exp(−η)) −

g∑

i=1

exp(−η− θi))

+((g− 1) − 2i exp(η)) −

g∑

i=1

exp(η+ θi))

+ exp(−u)((2i− 2) exp(η) +

g∑

i=1

exp(η+ θi)).

The four lines give the contributions from the four weight spaces of the T-action
on TM|Fi

: weight 2, weight 1, weight 0 and weight −1. The 0 weight space corre-
sponds to the tangent space TFi

< TM|Fi
. Removing it will yield the normal bundle

NFi
of Fi in M. Thus

chT(NFi
) = exp(2u)((2i− 2) exp(−η) +

g∑

i=1

exp(−η− θi))

+ exp(u)((g− 1) − 2i exp(−η)) −

g∑

i=1

exp(−η− θi))

+ exp(−u)((2i− 2) exp(η) +

g∑

i=1

exp(η+ θi)).

Formal computation now gives the Lemma. �

The final ingredient is due to Zagier [Th, (7.2)]. For any power series A(x) ∈
C[[x]] and B(x) ∈ C[[x]] we have

∫

Fi

A(η) exp(B(η)θ) = Res
x=0

{
A(x) (1 + xB(x))g

x2g−2i

}

dx.
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So we can proceed to compute with y = x− u

∫

Fi

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NFi
)

=

∫

Fi

T(η−u) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(η−u) − θQ′′(η−u))

ug−1(−1)g(η−u)2g−2(2u− η)g+2i−2 exp
(

θ
η−2u

)

=
(−1)g

ug−1

∫

Fi

T(η− u) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(η−u))

(η−u)2g−2(2u− η)g+2i−2
exp

((
−Q′′(η−u) +

1

2u− η

)
θ

)

=
(−1)g

ug−1
Res
x=0

T(x−u) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(x− u))
(
1 + x

(
−Q′′(x−u) + 1

2u−x

))g
dx

(x−u)2g−2(2u− x)g+2i−2x2g−2i

= u1−g Res
y=−u

T(y) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(y))

y2g−2(u− y)g+2i−2(u+ y)g−2i

(
Q′′(y) −

1

u+ y
−

1

u− y

)g

dy

We note that the right hand side of this expression has no pole at y = −u for
i > g thus the residue vanishes and so we have

g−1∑

i=1

∫

Fi

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NFi
)

=

g−1∑

i=1

u1−g Res
y=−u

{
T(y) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(y))

y2g−2(u− y)g+2i−2(y+ u)g−2i

(
Q′′(y) −

1

u+ y
−

1

u− y

)g}

dy

=

∞∑

i=1

u1−g Res
y=−u

{
T(y) exp ((1 − 2i)Q′(y))

y2g−2(u− y)g+2i−2(y+ u)g−2i

(
Q′′(y) −

1

u+ y
−

1

u− y

)g}

dy

= Res
y=−u

T · (Q ′′ − 2u/(u2 − y2))g

ug−1
(
eQ

′ u−y
u+y − e−Q ′ u+y

u−y

)
y2g−2(u2 − y2)g−1

dy.

Finally we note that the expression in this residue is odd in y and so will give
the same result at y = u. Thus we can conclude that

g−1∑

i=1

∫

Fi

T(0) exp(Q(2))

eT(NFi
)

=
∑

r∈{u,−u}

1

2
Res
y=r

T · (Q ′′ − 2u/(u2 − y2))gdy

ug−1
(
eQ

′ u−y
u+y − e−Q ′ u+y

u−y

)
y2g−2(u2 − y2)g−1

Together with (3.11) this completes the proof of the Theorem. �

3.4. The Sp(2g, Z) action. Note that the orientation preserving index-2 subgroup
of the mapping class group of the Riemann surface underlying C acts on H∗(C)

via6

Σ := Sp(2g, Z)

acting on H0(C) and H2(C) trivialy and by preserving the symplectic structure on
H1(C) given by the intersection pairing.

We see that Σ acts on H3(M) ∼= H1(C), where we identify H3(M) with H1(C)
by mapping ψi to ei and letting Σ act trivially on C[u]. This will also yield an
action of Σ on H3

T(M) ∼= H3(M)⊗ C[u], where the identification is again done by
mapping the equivariant ψi to the non-equivariant one. Finally we will let Σ act
on H2

T(M) and H4
T(M) and so on α and β trivially.

6We note that our notation for Γ and Σ are swapped from the notation in [HT2], this is to be more
in line with the notation of Γ used in [HT3].
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Proposition 3.4. The action defined above induces an action of Σ on H∗
T(M) by C[u]-

algebra automorphisms, and on H∗(Z) by ring automorphisms. The perverse filtrations on
H∗(M) and on H∗(Z) are invariant under this action.

Proof. We observe that the equivariant intersection numbers

∮

M

αkβl

2g∏

i=1

ψmi

i ∈ C(u)

are invariant with respect to this action of Σ. This follows from the fact that in
(3.1) the expression for the equivariant Euler class eT(T

∗N) coming from (3.10) is
invariant under Σ. Analogously, the formula in Lemma 3 is Σ-invariant.

Thus we deduce that the intersection numbers on N and Fi are invariant under
Σ as the Σ action on H∗(N) and H∗(Fi) comes from the mapping class group of
C. It follows that the ideal of relations among the universal generators α,β,ψi of
H∗

T(M) is invariant under Σ, thus getting an action of Σ on H∗
T(M) by C[u]-algebra

automorphisms extending the one on H2
T(M)⊕H3

T(M)⊕H4
T(M) defined above.

In turn, by (3.2) we get that all intersection numbers on Z will be invariant
by Σ, which will yield a Σ-action on H∗(Z) by ring automorphisms. Thus, since
∫

Z x =
∫

M ηx, we see that the perverse filtration on H∗(M) will be Σ invariant, and
finally also the one on H∗(M) by Proposition 2.1. �

Since the invariant part H∗
T(M)Σ is generated by α,β,γ, we conclude that all

intersection numbers are encoded in the Σ-invariant ones
∫

M αkβlγm. Moreover,
thanks to Proposition 3.4, it is enough to prove P=W for the classes α, β and γ.

3.5. The Bethe pole. The formula in Theorem 2.2 is an explicit statement, which
ought to follow from Theorem 3.3, but this calculation rather difficult to perform.
The main reason is that it involves cancellation of two rather different terms: the
residues of a differential form at y = 0 and at y = u. In this section we mitigate
this problem, and rewrite our statement in a completely local form.

Let us consider expression in Theorem 3.3. First we observe that the expression
in parenthesis may be rewritten as follows

eQ
′ u− y

u+ y
− e−Q ′ u+ y

u− y
=

(u− y tanh(Q ′/2))(u− y coth(Q ′/2))

u2 − y2
.

The equivariant integral thus is the sum of the residues of the expression
(3.14)

Ω(u,y) =
2−2T · ((u2 − y2)Q ′′ − 2u)g

ug−1 sinh(Q ′)(u− y tanh(Q ′/2))(u− y coth(Q ′/2))y2g−2(u2 − y2)2g−2

at y = 0 and y = ±u. Let us find all the other poles of this form. The following
statement is an easy consequence of the implicit function theorem. Its proof will
be omitted.

Proposition 3.5. a. Let us assume that T(0) = 1 and Q = Ay2 + P(y), where A is a
nonzero constant, P is an even polynomial of degree > 2. Then for u sufficiently small,
there is a c > 0 such that the form Ω in (3.14) has the following poles inside the unit disc:

• at y = 0, of order 2g− 1
• at y = ±u of order 2g− 2
• simple poles at y = ±b0, where |b0 −

√
u/A| < cu2 for a constant c.

b. If P = 0, i.e. Q = Ay2, then we can describe all remaining poles of Ω(u,y): these
are simple poles at y = bn, n ∈ Z \ {0}, where |bn − πin| < cu.
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Remark 3.6. When P = 0, the numbers Bu = {bn, n ∈ Z} are the solutions of
the Bethe Ansatz for the Yang-Yang model [YY]. This was a crucial observation
of [MNSh], who also studied a special case of these equivariant integrals in order
to find a regularized volume of the Higgs moduli. Their formula, obtained using
mathematically nonrigorous methods, is an infinite sum over Bu, and can be easily
recovered by applying the Residue Theorem to Theorem 3.3.

The most important part of Proposition 3.5 is that for Q = Ay2 + P(y), and u
sufficiently small, the only poles of Ω(u,y) in the disc {y : |y| < 2u} are the poles
y = 0,−u,u. In this case, we have an integral representation

Res
y=0,±u

Ω(u,y)dy =

∫

|y|=2ǫ
Ω(u,y)dy

and thus

Res
u=0

Res
y=0,±u

Ω(u,y)dydu =

∫

|u|=ǫ

∫

|y|=2ǫ
Ω(u,y)dydu.

To perform the last double integral, we must first fix the magnitude of u to be
equal to ǫ, and then compute the y-residues inside the circle of the y-plane of
radius 2ǫ. However, as the last expression is an integral over a product of circles,
we can apply Fubini’s theorem and write our integral as

∫

|u|=ǫ

∫

|y|=2ǫ
Ω(u,y)dydu =

∫

|y|=2ǫ

∫

|u|=ǫ

Ω(u,y)dudy.

Finally, we convert this last integral into residues again. Now we fix a value
of y of magnitude 2ǫ and look for poles of our form inside the circle of radius ǫ
in the u-plane. Again, studying the denominator, we see that we have a pole at
u = 0, but the factor u2 − y2 now does not contribute. We have a pole, however, at
the point u = y tanh(Q ′/2), because this is of order u ∼ 4ǫ2 ≪ ǫ. This leads to the
following residue identity:

Res
u=0

Res
y=0,±u

Ω(u,y)dydu = Res
y=0

[
Res
u=0

+ Res
u=y tanh(Q ′/2)

]
Ω(u,y)dudy.

Combining this with (3.14), we arrive at the following formula for integration
on Z:

(3.15)

∫

Z

T(0) exp(Q(2)) = −Res
y=0

[
Res
u=0

+ Res
u=y tanh(Q ′/2)

]

(
2−2T · ((u2 − y2)Q ′′ − 2u)g dudy

ug−1 sinh(Q ′)(u− y tanh(Q ′/2))(u− y coth(Q ′/2))y2g−2(u2 − y2)2g−2

)
.

The second term may be further simplified since the pole of Ω(u,y)du at u =

y tanh(Q ′/2) is simple, and thus to calculate the residue, we simply perform the
substitution u = y tanh(Q ′). Using the identities

sinh(a)(tanh(a/2) − coth(a/2)) = −2, tanh2(a/2) − 1 =
−1

cosh2(a/2)

and sinh(a) = 2 sinh(a/2) cosh(a/2), the denominator turns into

−2y · yg−1 tanhg−1(Q ′/2) · y2g−2 · y2(2g−2) cosh−2(2g−2)(Q ′/2),

while the numerator is

2−2T(u = y tanh(Q ′/2)) cosh−2g(Q ′/2)(−y2Q ′′ − y sinh(Q ′))g.
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Canceling the similar factors we arrive at

(3.16)

Res
y=0

2−2T(u = y tanh(Q ′/2)) · cosh−2g(Q ′/2) · (−y2Q ′′ − y sinh(Q ′))g dy

−2y · yg−1 tanhg−1(Q ′/2) · y2g−2 · y2(2g−2) cosh−2(2g−2)
=

Res
y=0

−2−3T(u = y tanh(Q ′/2)) · cosh2g−4(Q ′/2) · (−yQ ′′ − sinh(Q ′))g dy

tanhg−1(Q ′/2) · y6g−6
.

Thus formula (3.15) yields the following result:

Proposition 3.7. We have the following formula for the intersection numbers of Z:

(3.17)

∫

Z

T(0) exp(Q(2)) =

Res
y=0

Res
u=0

−2−2T · ((u2 − y2)Q ′′ − 2u)g dudy

ug−1 sinh(Q ′)(u− y tanh(Q ′/2))(u− y coth(Q ′/2))y2g−2(u2 − y2)2g−2
+

Res
y=0

2−3T(u = y tanh(Q ′/2)) · cosh2g−4(Q ′/2) · (−yQ ′′ − sinh(Q ′))g dy

tanhg−1(Q ′/2) · y6g−6
.

Notice that if the polynomial T is divisible by η2g−2, then the first residue at
u = 0 vanishes. In particular, if k 6 g− 1, we obtain

Corollary 3.8. Define

R
Q
g,k(y) := (−1)g2−3

(
sinh(Q ′/2)

y

)2g−2k−2

cosh2k−2(Q ′/2)

(
Q ′′ +

sinh(Q ′)

y

)g

,

then, for 1 6 k 6 g− 1,

(3.18)

∫

Z

η3g−3−2kT(0)exp(Q(2)) = Res
y=0

dy

y4k−1
T(u = y · tanh(Q ′/2))RQg,k(y).

3.6. Defects and the order of the pole. We denote simply by Rg,k(y) the func-

tion appearing in (3.18) when we set Q = −Ay2/2 − Gy4/4. Notice that it is a
holomorphic function around y = 0. Then (3.3) and Corollary 3.8 tell us that

∫

Z

η3g−3−2kαi(4γ)jβmηnexp(Q(2)) =

Res
y=0

dy

y4k−1
y2m∂iA(∂G − y2∂A)j(y tanh(Q ′/2))nRg,k(y).

Let R̃g,k = Rg,k(y,G = y−2G̃): notice that it is still a holomorphic function in y.
Then, since ∂G = y2∂

G̃
, we get
∫

Z

η3g−3−2kαi(4γ)jβmηnexp(Q(2)) =

Res
y=0

dy

y4k−1
y2m+2n+2j∂iA(∂

G̃
− ∂A)j(tanh(Q ′/2)/y)nR̃g,k(y)

and in this formula, we are taking the residue of a meromorphic function with a
pole at y = 0 of order 4k− 1 − 2m − 2n − 2j. Since the order of the pole of the
sum two meromorphic functions is at most the maximum between the orders of
the two poles, we are brought to make the following definition.
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Definition 3.9. We define the defect of a monomial in α,β,γ and η via the assign-
ment

def(α) = 0, def(β) = def(γ) = def(η) = 2

and extending it by multiplicativity. We also define the defect of any polynomial
in α,β,γ and η to be the minimum of the defects of its monomials.

Notice that if x is a class in α,β and γ, so that it can be seen as a class x ∈ Hi(M),
then we immediately verify

def(x) = i− wt(x)

where wt(x) is the weight of x.
By Theorem 2.2 we immediately get the following.

Corollary 3.10. If for every x ∈ H∗(Z) we can find y ∈ H∗(Z) with
∫

Z

η3g−3−def(x)(x+ ηy)r = 0, for all r ∈ H∗(Z)

then P=W holds for M.

4. The matrix problem for the top defect pairing

4.1. The βk classes. In this section we will prove the following.

Theorem 4.1. Let g > 2 and 1 6 k 6 g− 1. There exists a unique class Fk ∈ H∗(Z)
such that, for all P ∈ H∗(Z) with def(P) = 2k− 2, we have

(4.1)

∫

Z

η3g−3−2k(βk + ηFk)P = 0.

In the entire section, we will always assume that 1 6 k 6 g− 1.
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we need to show that the pairing

(F,P) 7→
∫

Z

η3g−3−2kFP,

F ∈ H4k(Z), def(F) = 2k, P ∈ H6g−8(Z), def(P) = 2k− 2

where we are taking defect-homogeneous F and P, is degenerate; moreover, we
need an element of its kernel to be of the form βk + ηFk for some Fk.

To compute the matrix of the pairing, we choose the following basis of the F
classes

Fk,a1,n1
:= βa1−n1(4γ)n1ηk−a1αk−a1−n1 , with

{
0 6 n1 6 a1,

a1 +n1 6 k,

and the following basis of the P-classes

Pk,a2,n2
:= βa2−n2(4γ)n2ηk−1−a2α3g−3−k−a2−n2 , with 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1.

The coefficients have been chosen in order to make computations easier later.
We then perform a column operation and define the matrix Mk of the pairing

as follows:

(4.2) (Mk)
a2,n2
a1,n1

:=
(−2)k−a1

(k− a1 −n1)!n1!

∫

Z η
3g−3−2kFk,a1,n1

Pk,a2,n2∫

Z η
3g−3−2kFk,k,0Pk,a2,n2

Therefore Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to finding a vector in the kernel of MT
k

whose coefficient corresponding to the term βk (i.e. the row indexed by (a1,n1) =

(k, 0)) is nonzero.
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Lemma 4. We have

(Mk)
a2,n2
a1,n1

=

(
3g− 3 − a1 − n1 − a2 −n2

k− a1 − n1

)(
g− n2

n1

)
.

Proof. We use the formula of Corollary 3.8 choosing the polynomialQ = −Ay2/2−
Gy4/4. First of all we perform the computations for

F̃k,a1,n1
:= βa1−n1(αβ+ 4γ)n1ηk−a1αk−a1−n1 ,

P̃k,a2,n2
:= βa2−n2(αβ+ 4γ)n2ηk−1−a2α3g−3−k−a2−n2 .

Let us write G̃ = Gy2, so that ∂G = y2∂
G̃

. Then by Corollary 3.8 we have
∫

Z

η3g−3−2kF̃k,a1,n1
P̃k,a2,n2

=

∂
3g−3−a1−a2−n1−n2
A ∂n1+n2

G̃
Res
y=0

dy

y

(
tanh(−Ay/2 − G̃y/2)

y

)2k−1−a1−a2

R̃g,k(A, G̃;y)

where R̃g,k(A, G̃;y) := Rg,k(A, G̃/y2;y). We see that the form we are taking the
residue of has a simple pole, thus its residue is computed by evaluating at y = 0.
Now

R̃g,k(A, G̃; 0) = 22k−1−g(A+ G̃)2g−2k−2(A+ 2G̃)g

and the tanh factor gives (−A/2 − G̃/2)2k−1−a1−a2 . Therefore we have
∫

Z

η3g−3−2kF̃k,a1,n1
P̃k,a2,n2

=

= (−1)a1+a2+12−g+a1+a2∂
3g−3−a1−a2−n1−n2
A ∂n1+n2

G̃
(A+ G̃)2g−3−a1−a2(A+ 2G̃)g

(notice that the integral does not depend on k). Then using the classes 4γ in the

definitions of Fk,a1,n1
and Pk,a1,n1

amounts to change variable B = A+ G̃, so that
the formula becomes ∫

Z

u3g−3−2kFk,a1,n1
Pk,a2,n2

=

= (−1)a1+a2+12−g+a1+a2∂
3g−3−a1−a2−n1−n2
B ∂

n1+n2
G B2g−3−a1−a2(B+G)g =

= (−1)a1+a2+12−g+a1+a2(3g− 3 − a1 − a2 −n1 −n2)!(n1 +n2)!

(
g

n1 +n2

)
,

dividing out and using the coefficients of (4.2) we obtain

(Mk)
a2,n2
a1,n1

=

(
3g− 3 − a1 −n1 − a2 − n2

k− a1 −n1

)(
g− n2

n1

)

and the proof is complete. �

Lemma 4 allows us to relate the matrixMk with a particular evaluation operator
on polynomials in two variables.

Corollary 4.2. Let v = (va1,n1
)06n16a1
n1+a16k

be a row vector, and let

pv(X,Z) :=
∑

06n16a1
a1+n16k

va1,n1

(
3g− 3 − a1 − n1 −Z

k− a1 − n1

)(
g− X

n1

)

Then vMk = (pv(n2,a2 +n2))06n26a26k−1.

We are now ready to find a vector in the kernel of MT
k .
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Proposition 4.3. Let

v
a1,n1
k := Res

t=0

(−1)k−a1−n1(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)g−n1 dt

ta1−n1+1
, 0 6 n1 6 a1, a1 +n1 6 k.

Then ∑

06n16a1
a1+n16k

v
a1,n1
k (Mk)

a2,n2
a1,n1

= 0

for all a2,n2 with 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1. In particular, the vector vk is in the kernel of
MT

k .

Proof. Define

Vg,k(X,Z; v,w) := (1 − v)−3g+k+2+Z(1 +w)g−X,

then we see that
(

3g−3−a1−n1−Z
k−a1−n1

)(
g−X
n1

)
= Resv,w=0

Vg,k(X,Z;v,w)dvdw

vk−a1−n1+1wn1+1 , therefore

(4.3) (Mk)
a2,n2
a1,n1

= Res
v,w=0

Vg,k(n2,a2 +n2; v,w)dvdw

vk−a1−n1+1wn1+1
.

Now notice that
(4.4)

(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)gVg,k(X,Z;−t,
t2

1 + 2t
) = (1 + t)Z−2X(1 + 2t)X := K(X,Z; t).

For 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1, the values of (X,Z) = (n2,n2 + a2) belong to

Γk := {(X,Z) ∈ Z2 | X > 0, 2X 6 Z 6 X+ k− 1}.

Notice that for (X,Z) ∈ Γk, K(X,Z; t) is a polynomial in t of degree Z−X 6 k− 1;
therefore, by defining

(4.5) pk(X,Z) := Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
K(X,Z; t)

we find that pk(X,Z) = 0 on Γk. Then, by taking the Taylor series of the left hand
side of (4.4), we have

Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)gVg,k(X,Z;−t,

t2

1 + 2t
) =

=
∑

06l,n6∞

Res
t=0

(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)g

tk+1
(−t)l

(
t2

1 + 2t

)n

Res
v,w=0

Vg,k(X,Z; v,w)dvdw

vl+1wn+1
=

(4.6)

=
∑

l+2n6k

Res
t=0

(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)g−n

tk−l−2n+1
Res

v,w=0

Vg,k(X,Z; v,w)dvdw

vl+1wn+1
= pk(X,Z)

the last equality being formula (4.4). Since pk(n2,a2 + n2) = 0 for 0 6 n2 6 a2 6

k− 1, we conclude thanks to Corollary (4.2) by substituting l = k− a1 − n1 in the
sum (4.6). �

From this we can find the solution to Equation (4.1), and show that such solution
is unique.

Theorem 4.4 (Lowest defect). The solution to Equation (4.1) is

βk +uFk =
1

pk(g, 3g− k− 2)
Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 +βt)g−k−2(1 + 2βt)ge2ηt(α− 4γt

1+2βt)
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Proof. By Proposition 4.3 and by (4.2) we have that setting

F̃k := Res
t=0

∑

l+2n6k

(−1)l(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)g−n(−2)l+ndt

tk−l−2n+1n!l!
βk−l−2n(4γ)nηl+nαl =

Res
t=0

(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)gβkdt

tk+1

∑

06l,n6∞

1

n!l!

(
2tαη

β

)l(
−8t2γη

β2(1 + 2t)

)n

=

= Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 + βt)g−k−2(1 + 2βt)ge2ηt(α− 4γt

1+2βt)

then we have
∫

Z u
3g−3−2kF̃kP = 0 for all P with defect 2k− 2. We see that the

coefficient of the term βk in F̃k is

pk(g, 3g− k− 2) = Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 + t)g−k−2(1 + 2t)g

which is clearly positive for g > k+ 2 since all exponents are, while for g = k+ 1
we have pk(k+ 1, 2k+ 1) = 2k+1 − 1, still positive for k > 1. Thus we can in any
case divide out and obtain the result. �

Remark 4.5. Define DZ and DX,−1 to be respectively the operators such that

DZf(Z) = f(Z+ 1) − f(Z), DX,−1f(X) = f(X− 1) − f(X)

for any function f. Then we immediately see that

DZK(X,Z; t) = tK(X,Z; t), DX,−1K(X,Z; t) =
t2

1 + 2t
K(X,Z; t).

This means that we can also prove Proposition 4.3 by using the Newton interpo-
lation formula
∑

l+2n6k

(−1)lDl
ZD

n
X,−1| X=g

Z=3g−k−2
pk(X,Z)

(
3g− 3 + l− k−Z

l

)(
g− X

n

)
= pk(X,Z),

which is true since pk is a polynomial of degree k if we set degZ = 1 and degX = 2.
Thus, we find another expression for the vector in the kernel of MT

k , namely

va1,n1
k = (−1)k−a1−n1Dk−a1−n1

Z Dn
X,−1| X=g

Z=3g−k−2
pk(X,Z), 0 6 n1 6 a1, a1 +n1 6 k.

The last formula tells us that the polynomials pk(X,Z) generate the solution to
the equation in Theorem 4.1 via subsequent applications of the discrete difference
operators DZ and DX,−1 and evaluations at the point (X,Z) = (g, 3g− k− 2).

Remark 4.6. We immediately verify that

D2
Z,−1K(X,Z; t) = −DXK(X,Z; t),

thus for all k we have

(4.7) D2
Z,−1pk(X,Z) = −DXpk(X,Z),

which has the shape of a heat equation in which both X and Z are discrete. Actu-
ally, it can be shown that for all k > 1, pk(X,Z) is the only polynomial solution to
Equation (4.7) with initial condition

pk(0,Z) =

(
Z

k

)
.
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In the following Theorem, we see that the solution found in 4.4 is the only one
which solves Equation (4.1) at the top defect.

Theorem 4.7. The kernel of MT
k is one-dimensional. Therefore, the lowest defect part Fk

of the solution to the equation in Theorem 4.1 is unique.

Proof. Thanks to Remark 4.2, we have to show that by letting

Γk = { (X,Z) ∈ Z2 | X > 0, 2X 6 Z 6 X+ k− 1 }

there exists only one (up to multiplication by a constant) polynomial of degree at
most k in X and Z (recall that degZ = 1 and degX = 2) which vanishes on Γk.

Letting p(X,Z) be such a polynomial, we can write it as

p(X,Z) =

⌊k/2⌋∑

i=0

pi(Z)

(
X

i

)

where deg(pi) 6 k− 2i. Since p(0,Z) = p0(Z) vanishes in Z = 0, 1, . . . , k− 1, we

see that p0(Z) = α0

(
Z
k

)
for some constant α0. Then

q1(X,Z) =
1

X
(p(X,Z) − p(0,Z)) =

⌊k/2⌋∑

i=1

pi(Z)

i

(
X− 1

i− 1

)

and q1(1,Z) = p1(Z) vanishes in the k− 2 points 2, 3, . . . , k− 1, therefore pi(Z) =

αi

(
Z−2
k−2

)
. Continuing this way, we see that we can write p(X,Z) as

p(X,Z) =

⌊k/2⌋∑

i=0

αi

(
Z− 2i

k− 2i

)(
X

i

)

for some constant αi. Now, for 1 6 j 6 ⌊k/2⌋, we have 2j 6 k 6 j+ k− 1, therefore

0 = p(j, k) =

⌊k/2⌋∑

i=0

αi

(
j

i

)
, for 1 6 j 6 ⌊k/2⌋.

These are ⌊k/2⌋ independent conditions on the αi’s, thus the space of polynomials
of degree at most k in Z and X which vanish on Γk is at most one-dimensional. By

the way, we know that the polynomial pk(X,Z) = Rest=0
dt
tk+1 (1 + t)X(1 + 2t)Z−2X

satisfies this condition, therefore the space is exactly one-dimensional. �

4.2. Factorization of Mk. The matrix Mk defined in (4.2) can be conveniently
written as a product of two matrices Mk = QkSk, where Sk is a matrix with
integer entries and Qk is triangular with ±1 on the diagonal. This factorization
has some striking consequences in itself (see Proposition 4.8), and will be of key
importance in Section 4.3, where it will be used to give the determinantal criterion
for P=W at top defect (see Corollary 4.11).

Define the following matrix:

(Qk)
b,m
a,n = (−1)k+beb+m−a−n(3g− 2 − k, 3g− 1 − k, . . . , 3g− 3 − a−n)·

(4.8) · en−m(g−n+ 1,g−n+ 2, . . . ,g)

where ei(x1, . . . , xj) is the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial in x1, . . . , xj. Here
we adopt the convention that ei(x1, . . . , xj) = 0 if i < 0 and ei(x1, . . . , xj) = 1 if
0 6 j < i. The indexing of Qk satisfies 0 6 n 6 a 6 k, a+ n 6 k and the same for
b and m.
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Let also Sk be the matrix defined by

(4.9) (Sk)
a2,n2
a1,n1

= n
n1
2 (a2 +n2)

k−n1−a1

where the rows are indexed by the pairs (a1,n1) with 0 6 n1 6 a1 6 k, n1 +a1 6 k
and the columns by the pairs (a2,n2) with 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1. Here we adopt
the convention that 00 = 1 (hence the last row of Sk is a row of 1’s).

Then a direct computation shows that

(4.10) Mk = QkSk

and since Qk is invertible (being upper triangular with ±1 on the diagonal) we see
that KerMk = KerSk. In particular, although the entries of Mk are polynomials in

g, its kernel is generated by vectors of Zk(k+1)/2, thus independent from g.
It is easy to write the inverse of Qk as

(Q−1
k )b,m

a,n = (−1)k+bhb+m−a−n(3g− 2 − k, 3g− 1 − k, . . . , 3g− 2 − b−m)·

(4.11) · hn−m(g,g− 1, . . . ,g−m)

where hr(x1 . . . , xn) is the complete symmetric function of degree r, which is the
sum of all monomials of total degree r in the variables x1, . . . , xn; by convention,
hr = 0 for r < 0. The fact that this is indeed the inverse of Qk is a direct conse-
quence of the classical identity

n∑

r=0

(−1)rerhn−r = δ0,n,

which is true for any number of variables.
With this we can show that, in the case of the classes βk, the perverse filtration

is actually a grading.

Proposition 4.8. For all k > 1, we have βk /∈ P2k−1(H
4k(M)).

Proof. Following Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we write the equation
∫

Z

η3g−4−2k(βk + ηF)P = 0

which must be in particular valid for all P with def(P) = 2k. We thus define M̃k

to be the matrix of the pairing (F,P) 7→
∫

Z η
3g−4−2k(ηF)P with def(F) = 2k − 2,

def(P) = 2k, and with an extra row corresponding to βk. Then it is easy to see
that if we define

(4.12) (S̃k)
a2,n2
a1,n1

= nn1
2 (a2 +n2)

k−n1−a1

where the rows are indexed by the pairs (a1,n1) with 0 6 n1 6 a1 6 k, n1 +a1 6 k
and the columns by the pairs (a2,n2) with 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k, then

QkS̃k = M̃k

with notations as in (4.8). Since S̃k is obtained by Sk by adding some columns,
and since KerSTk is one-dimensional generated by the coefficients of

pk(X,Z) = Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 + t)Z−2X(1 + 2t)X,

then KerS̃Tk = (0) if and only if there exist values of 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k such that
pk(n2,a2 +n2) 6= 0. Since pk(0, k) = 1, we can conclude. �
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4.3. The classes βk−hγh. We now consider the general case of the extension prob-
lem, namely for 1 6 k 6 g− 1 and 0 6 h 6 k,

(4.13)

∫

Z

η3g−3−2k(βk−h(4γ)h + ηF)P = 0

where we ask for the existence of some F ∈ C[α,β,γ, η] such that (4.13) is satisfied
for all P ∈ C[α,β,γ, η].

We shall still consider only the top-defect part of the pairing, namely we look
for an F with def(F) = 2k− 2 such that Equation (4.13) is satisfied for all P with
def(P) = 2k− 2. Therefore, we see that F is a sum of monomials of the form

Fk,h,a1,n1
:= βa1−n1(4γ)n1ηk−1−a1αk+h−a1−n1

for 0 6 n1 6 a1 6 k − 1, and a1 + n1 6 k + h. Analogously, P is a sum of
monomials of the form

Pk,h,a2,n2
:= βa2−n2(4γ)n2ηk−1−a2α3g−3−k−h−a2−n2 ,

for 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1 and a2 + n2 6 3g− 3 − h− k. Notice that if we consider
the general case g > k+ 1, the condition on a2 + n2 is not redundant. However,
from n2 6 a2 6 k− 1 we can deduce a2 +n2 6 2k− 2, so the condition on a2 +n2

becomes redundant if 2k− 2 6 3g− 3 − h− k, that is

(4.14) 3g > 3k+ h+ 1.

Fixing values of 0 6 h 6 k, we call the range of values of g which satisfy (4.14) the
redundancy range. The "smallest" case in which g > k+ 1 falls out the redundancy
range is k = h = 3, g = 4.

By Proposition 2.1, the top-defect part of the statement of the Enumerative P=W
Conjecture in the redundancy range is the following.

Conjecture 1. Let k > 1 and 0 6 h 6 k be integers. In the redundancy range, there
exists a unique defect-homogeneous F ∈ H∗(Z) with def(F) = 2k− 2 such that for every
defect-homogeneous P ∈ H∗(Z) with def(P) = 2k− 2, Equation (4.13) is satisfied.

The case h = 0 was proved in last section. We will give an equivalent state-
ment for Conjecture 1 in terms of the non-vanishing of a particular determinant
involving the polynomials pk(X,Z) defined in the previous section.

Let

(4.15) (Mk,h)
a2,n2
a1,n1

=

(
3g− 3 − a1 − n1 − a2 −n2

k+ h− a1 −n1

)(
g− n2

n1

)

for 0 6 n1 6 a1 6 k− 1 or (n1,a1) = (h, k), and 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1.
In the redundancy range, the matrix of the pairing

(F,P) 7→
∫

Z

η3g−3−2k(ηF)P

for defect-homogeneous classes F and P with def(F) = def(P) = 2k− 2, is Mk,h

without the last row (n1,a1) = (h, k). Such row corresponds to multiplication with
βk−h(4γ)h, therefore Conjecture 1 is equivalent to stating that in the redundancy
range, Ker(MT

k,h) is one-dimensional, and the entries of its vectors corresponding

to the class βk−hγh are nonzero.
Notice that Mk,h is a submatrix of Mk+h of Definition 4.2. The number of

columns of Mk,h is

ck,h =
k(k+ 1)

2
.
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while the number of rows is

(4.16) rk,h = ck,h −

⌊
(k− h+ 1)(k− h− 3)

4

⌋
= ck+h,0 +

h(h+ 3)

2
.

In particular, if h = k− 3, Mk,h is a square matrix, if k > h > k− 2 then rk,h =

ck,h + 1 and if h 6 k− 4 the number of rows is strictly smaller than the number of
columns.

Definition 4.9. For 0 6 h 6 k, let Sk,h be the matrix defined as

(Sk,h)
a2 ,n2
a1 ,n1

= (a2 + n2)
k+h−a1−n1n

n1
2

with 0 6 n2 6 a2 6 k− 1 and 0 6 n1 6 a1 6 k+ h, a1 + n1 6 k+ h; here we are
using the convention 0n = 0 for all n except 00 = 1.

Lemma 5. The dimension of Ker(STk,h) is (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2. A basis of the kernel is given
by the coefficients of the polynomials

Zjpk+h−i(X,Z), 0 6 j 6 i 6 h

where pk is the polynomial defined in (4.5).

Proof. Let v = (va1 ,n1
)a1 ,n1

be a vector in Ker(STk,h). This means that the polyno-
mial

pv(X,Z) =
∑

a1,n1

va1,n1
Xn1Zk+h−a1−n1

vanishes at integers X and Z with X > 0 and 2X 6 Z 6 X+ k− 1. All polynomials
of the form

Zjpk+h−i(X,Z), 0 6 j 6 i 6 h

where pk is the polynomial defined in (4.5), satisfy this condition. The number of
such polynomials is (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2, so let us show they are linearly independent.
Since the case h = 0 is the content of Theorem 4.7, suppose k > h > 1.

We will prove the equivalent statement that the polynomials

pi,j(X,Z) :=

(
Z− h− k+ j

j

)
pk+h−i(X,Z), 0 6 j 6 i 6 h

are linearly independent. To show this, simply form the matrix

(Th)
06a6b6h
06j6i6h = pi,j(h− b,h+ k− b+ a)

and notice that, up to rearranging rows and columns, Th is a triangular matrix
with powers of two as diagonal entries, thus it has nonzero determinant. We
deduce that

dimKerSTk,h > (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2.

Conversely, assume p(X,Z) is a polynomial of the form

p(X,Z) =
∑

06n6a
n+a6k+h

λn,aX
nZk+h−a−n

which vanishes on

Γk = { (X,Z) ∈ Z2 | 0 6 X 6 k− 1, 2X 6 Z 6 X+ k− 1 } .
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If we define degZ = 1 and degX = 2, then p(X,Z) is a polynomial of degree k+ h.
By changing basis, we can write it in the following way

p(X,Z) =

⌊(k+h)/2⌋∑

i=0

pi(Z)

(
X

i

)

where deg(pi) = k+h− 2i. We see that p0(Z) = p(0,Z) vanishes on Z = 0, . . . , k−
1, thus we must have

p0(Z) =

h∑

j=0

α0,j

(
Z

k+ j

)

for some constants α0,j. Then we consider

q1(X,Z) :=
1

X
(p(X,Z) − p(0,Z)) =

⌊(k+h)/2⌋∑

i=1

pi(Z)

i

(
X− 1

i− 1

)

and we see that p1(Z) = q1(0,Z) vanishes on Z = 2, . . . , k− 1, so that

p1(Z) =

h∑

j=0

α1,j

(
Z− 2

k− 2 + j

)
.

We can continue this way up to i = [k/2], deducing that

pi(Z) =

h∑

j=0

αi,j

(
Z− 2i

k− 2i+ j

)
, for i 6 ⌊k/2⌋.

For ⌊k/2⌋ < i 6 ⌊(k+ h)/2⌋, we do not have any conditions on the vanishing of
the polynomials pi(Z), but we can write anyway

pi(Z) =

h∑

j=2i−k

αi,j

(
Z− 2i

k− 2i+ j

)
, for ⌊k/2⌋ 6 i 6 ⌊(k+ h)/2⌋

which is a general polynomial in Z of degree k+ h− 2i. Putting everything to-
gether, we can write

p(X,Z) =

⌊(k+h)/2⌋∑

i=0

h∑

j=max(0,2i−k)

αi,j

(
Z− 2i

k− 2i+ j

)(
X

i

)

and p(X,Z) vanishes on 0 6 X 6 ⌊k/2⌋, 2X 6 Z 6 k− 1. The vector space of such
polynomials has dimension

dk,h = (⌊k/2⌋+ 1)(h+ 1) +

⌊(k+h)/2⌋∑

i=⌊k/2⌋+1

(h+ k− 2i+ 1).

We now impose conditions for p(X,Z) to vanish on other points of Γk. Similarly
to the proof of Theorem 4.7, setting p(l, k) = 0 for 1 6 l 6 ⌊k/2⌋, we obtain

l∑

i=0

(
l

i

)
αi,0 = p(l, k) = 0 for 1 6 l 6 ⌊k/2⌋,
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which are ⌊k/2⌋ independent conditions on the αi,0 for 1 6 i 6 ⌊k/2⌋. Analo-
gously, we have p(l, k+ 1) = 0 for 2 6 l 6 ⌊(k+ 1)/2⌋, which gives

l∑

i=0

(
l

i

)
((k+ 1)αi,0 +αi,1) = 0, for 2 6 l 6 ⌊(k+ 1)/2⌋.

With this we find ⌊(k+ 1)/2⌋− 1 independent conditions on the αi,1’s for 2 6 i 6
⌊(k+ 1)/2⌋, once the αi,0 are chosen. Continuing this way, we obtain ⌊(k+ j)/2⌋− j
independent linear conditions on the αi,j’s for all 0 6 j 6 h. We conclude that

dimKerSTk,h 6 dk,h −

h∑

j=0

(⌊(k+ j)/2⌋− j) = (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2

where the last equality is tedious but straightforward to verify, thus completing
the proof. �

Definition 4.10. Let {v1, . . . , v(h+1)(h+2)/2} be independent vectors of Ker(STk,h).

We define Q̃k,h as the matrix obtained by replacing the last (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2 rows
of the matrix Qk+h(g, 3g− 3) defined in (4.8) by the vectors vi.

With the same method used to obtain (4.10), we can show that Q̃k,h satisfies

(4.17) Q̃k,h(g, 3g− 3)Sk,h = M̃k,h

where M̃k,h is obtained by Mk,h by adding h(h+ 3)/2 zero rows, and by replacing
the row corresponding to βk−h(4γ)h with a zero row. Analogously, if we define

Q̂k,h to be Qk+h with the last rows except the one corresponding to βk−hγh

replaced with h(h+ 3)/2 independent vectors of KerSTk,h, we get

Q̂k,h(g, 3g− 3)Sk,h = M̂k,h

where M̂k,h is obtained by Mk,h by adding h(h+ 3)/2 zero rows.

Thus, information on Q̃k,h and Q̂k,h would lead to the solution of the matrix

problem. A particularly good result would follow if Q̃k,h were invertible.

Lemma 6. Let pk(X,Z) be the polynomials defined in (4.5).
1. Let

Bk,h(X,Z) = (Zjpk+h−i(X− n,Z−m))
06n6m6h
06j6i6h .

Then we have detQ̃k,h(g, 3g− 3) = ck,hdetBk,h(g, 3g− 2−k) for some nonzero
constants ck,h.

2. detQ̂k,h(g, 3g− 3) is the determinant of a first minor of B(g, 3g− 2 − k).
3. Define

(4.18) Wk,h(X,Z) := det(pk(X− h+ i,Z+ j))
06j6h
06i6h.

Then, up to a nonzero constant,

det(Q̃k,h(g, 3g− 3)) =

h∏

i=0

Wk,i(g, 3g− k− i− 2).

Proof. Let us choose the basis of Ker(STk,h) given by the polynomials Zjpk+h−i(X,Z)
with 0 6 j 6 i 6 h and let us construct Qk,h accordingly.

We consider the matrix Ck,h = Q̃k,h(Qk+h)
−1, where Qk+h is the matrix de-

fined in (4.8). This is a block upper-triangular matrix with a square block of size
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(h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2 at the bottom-right corner and with all other blocks of size 1, each
containing a 1; thus our determinant is equal to the determinant of the bottom-
right block (up to a sign: it is easy to see that this sign is +, since the bottom-right
minor of size (h+ 1)(h+ 2)/2 of Qk+h has determinant 1).

To compute it we use (4.11) along with the identity

a∑

i=0

(−1)i
a!

(a− i)!
hb−i(x, . . . , x− i) = (x− a)b

which is valid for all integers a and b: with this we can take appropriate linear
combinations of the last (h + 1)(h + 2)/2 columns of (Qk+h)

−1 to obtain a ma-
trix whose entry ((a,n), (b,m)) is (y − b −m + 1)k+h−a−n(x −m)n in the last
(h + 1)(h + 2)/2 columns. This amounts to performing column operations on

Q̃k,h(Qk+h)
−1, so this procedure does not change its determinant up to multi-

plying by nonzero constants.

Recalling that the last (h+ 2)(h + 1)/2 rows of Q̃k,h consist of the coefficients
of Zjpk+h−i(X,Z), the determinant is then equal to the one in the statement and
this proves Point 1. Point 2 is shown similarly when the row which is eliminated
corresponds to the polynomial among (Zjpk+h−i)i,j which is not considered, and

the column is the index of Qk+h corresponding to the class βk−h(4γ)h. To show
Point 3, use repeatedly the identity pk(X,Z+ 1) − pk(X,Z) = pk−1(X,Z) in the
matrix Bk,h. �

Point 2. of the previous Lemma immediately yields the following.

Corollary 4.11. If Q̃k,h(g, 3g − 3) is invertible, then there exists a vector in KerSTk,h

which can be discarded to give an invertible Q̂k,h(g, 3g− 3).

Theorem 4.12. Assume Q̃k,h(g, 3g− 3) is invertible. Then there exists a unique solution
to Equation (4.13).

Proof. If Q̃k,h is invertible, then by Corollary 4.11 we can choose a Q̂k,h that is also
invertible. This proves that

rkM̃k,h = rkM̂k,h

since both are equal to rkSk,h. Now since M̂k,h is obtained by M̃k,h by replacing a
zero row with the row corresponding to βk−hγh, we deduce that such row must
be a linear combination of the others, thus giving a solution to (4.13).

Now since KerSTk,h has dimension (h + 2)(h + 1)/2, and since M̃k,h has ex-

actly (h+ 2)(h+ 1)/2 zero rows, it follows that KerMT
k,h must be one-dimensional,

therefore the solution to (4.13) is unique. �

Extensive numerical computations has brought us to state the following.

Conjecture 2. In the redundancy range, Wk,h(g, 3g− k− h− 2) > 0.

Conjecture 2 would imply the existence and uniqueness of the lowest defect
part of the solution to Equation (4.13) in the redundancy range. Here we provide
a proof for h = 1.

Proposition 4.13. If g > k+ 1, then Wk,1(g, 3g− k− 3) > 0.
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Proof. With a simple change of variables, we can rewrite the polynomials pk as

pk(X,Z) = Res
t=0

dt

tk+1
(1 + t)X(1 − t)X−Z+k−1

therefore, we can rewrite the determinants Wk,1(X,Z) as

Res
t0 ,t1=0

dt0dt1

tk+2
0 tk+1

1

((1 + t0)(1 + t1))
X−1(1 − t0)

X−Z+k−1(1 − t1)
X−Z+k−2(t2

0 − t
2
1).

We decompose it as

Wk,1 =W0
k,1 −W

1
k,1

accordingly to the terms of the Vandermonde factor t2
0 − t

2
1. Then we have the

following

Lemma 7. For all k > 1, we have

(k− 1)W0
k,1(X,Z) − (k+ 1)W1

k,1(X,Z) = 2(X− 1)Wk−1,1(X− 1,Z− 2)

Proof of the lemma. We immediately see that

W0
k,1(X,Z) = pk(X− 1,Z)pk−1(X− 1,Z− 2),

W1
k,1(X,Z) = pk+1(X− 1,Z)pk−2(X− 1,Z− 2).

Moreover we have the easily proven formulas

(k+ 1)pk+1(X,Z) = Xpk(X− 1,Z− 2) + (Z−X− k)pk(X,Z),

pk(X− 1,Z) = pk−1(X− 2,Z− 2) + pk(X− 2,Z− 1),

pk(X,Z) = pk(X,Z− 1) + pk−1(X,Z− 1).

Applying in order the first, second and third formula to the statement, we get the
result. �

Now we can prove the Proposition 4.13 by induction on k. Assume that we
found the domain where (X− 1)Wk−1,1(X− 1,Z− 2) > 0, then

W1
k,1(X,Z)

W0
k,1(X,Z)

6
k− 1

k+ 1
< 1

if W0
k,1(X,Z) > 0, thus yielding the domain for Wk,1 by the Lemma.

From the expression of W0
k,1 given in the proof of the Lemma, we easily find

W0
k,1(X,Z) > 0 for

{
X > k,

Z > X+ k− 1.

Now since W1,1(X,Z) = Z, we find

Wk,1(X,Z) > 0 for

{
X > k,

Z > X+ k− 1.

Finally, if g > k+ 1, we have 3g− k− 3 > g+ k− 1 and the proof is complete. �

Remark 4.14. We also managed to prove that Wk,h(g, 3g − k − h − 2) > 0 for
g > k+ h+ 2. The proof will be provided in a forthcoming work.

Remark 4.15. Notice that, in any case, Wk,h(g, 3g− k− h− 2) is a nonzero poly-
nomial in g with positive leading term. Therefore, existence and uniqueness of the
solution to Equation (4.13) is assured for g big enough (depending on k and h).
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Remark 4.16. If g > k+ 1 is outside the redundancy range, then the matrix of the
pairing (F,P) 7→

∫

Z u
3g−3−2k(ηF)P can still be defined with the same formula (and

the same rows and columns range) as in Definition 4.15: it is indeed easily shown
that if 3k+ 3 6 3g 6 3k + h, then the extra columns in Mk,h are automatically
zero. Thus, the solution to Equation (4.13), even outside the redundancy range,
is given by an element of KerMT

k,h whose entry corresponding to βk−h(4γ)h is
nonzero.

However, in this range, computer calculations have shown that, although a so-

lution to Equation (4.13) still exists, we have detQ̃k,h = 0 and the solution is never
unique at the level of polynomials in α, β, γ and η. By considering the difference
of two such solutions, we have noticed that they come from the relations in H∗(M)

described in [HT2]. Therefore, we conjecture that the solution to Equation (4.13)
is in any case unique in cohomology.
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